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So we’ve had a more than difficult couple of years but 
things are looking better. Hopefully by the time the CDBA 
racing season starts the border will be back to normal so 
we Canucks can travel as freely as we are used to. Very 
irritating to not be able to attend race events down south 
and the one I did attend was very painful economically. 
Some progress is being made with the FVDBA and if that 
starts to go the CDBA will benefit with increased boat 
counts if nothing else. And it’s obvious that the CDBA 
needs boats. I am optimistic when I see the CDBA being 
open to some new classes, no reason not to. Travel costs 
are obviously going to be an issue but hopefully more 
teams see the merit of being at the track rather than looking 
at a boat in the garage. Maybe some of these classes take 
some time to flourish but have a look what’s going on in 
the NJBA with the flatbottom craze. Very cool. Lastly I 
would say support those who support your club, I think 
that’s something that many forget.

Below, Congratulations to William Laing-
Malcolmson ! Winner of the TIRA Rescue 
Person of the Year award and recognized for 
his service to boat racing from 1974.



Hello CDBA Racing Family!

I hope the off-season finds you well and as you prepare for our 2022 race season. Your CDBA board and 
gracious volunteers are busy preparing was well, and I’d like to take this opportunity to update you on plans 
so far. 

Race calendar: Our season schedule is up on the webpage and the posters are printed. Thanks go out to 
Rob and Jeff for coordinating with our lakes governing bodies, and Joe and Cherri Willis for designing and 
printing the posters. 

(Editor’s note - What, nothing for the photographer that supplied the photos?)

2022 Rule Book: It is approved and is posted on our webpage.  A couple key items to note are the Snell Hel-
met dates that are authorized for competition, and the whirlway requirement was removed from River Racer 
to help potential new racers get on the water. 

Speaking of getting boats on the water, we have been enjoying a number of phone calls and messages from 
potential new and returning racers working on their hot rods to come compete with us. If you know if any-
one who is on the fence and just needs a little nudge, please reach out to see how we can help get them on 
the water. 

2021 Season Awards: Jackets are getting mailed out to racers as they come in. Trophies will be presented at 
an awards ceremony at the first race. 

Commodores Ball for the 2022 Season: We are penciled in for a venue while also exploring other venue op-
tions. Thank you to Debi Miles and Jackie McBee for volunteering to be on the committee. More are wel-
come, so please let me know if you’d like to help make it a success. 

Pro Comp Flat: This is a growing class with ADBA and NJBA, and we are working on details to offer it as 
an optional class with CDBA. Thank you Cole Billings for your work so far getting things lined up. 
Nostalgia Blown Fuel Hydro- We received a call from our friend Mo Davidson that he and a few other Nos-
talgia Blown Fuel Hydros would like to come run with us this summer. Details are getting hashed out, and 
they should be an exciting addition to our program. 

Election of Board Officers: Rick and Richard Coffman, and Mike Grover were re-elected into their posi-
tions. Marjory Cole was elected and instated as the Secretary. 

Calling all Scuba Divers: We have vacancies on our Safety Rescue Dive Team. If you know anyone who 
would be interested in supporting our sport while enjoying the best seats in the house, please have the reach 
out to Steve Zeibert at (541)729-8194. 

I’m sure this is more to share, but for the sake of staying in Snark’s good graces, I’ll stop here. It is evident 
through our many discussions with friends and family that our racing family is missing each other, and we 
look forward to see everybody re-unite in June for a great 2022 season.  

Message from the Commodore . . . . 
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Several CDBA teams made the trip to Chandler for the 
SDBA version of the World Finals. Thanks to Cole Bill-
ings and Wendy MacKillican for sending me some pics 
and at least one of these is from Brenda’s posts on FB. 
Good stuff in PE with Billings and Yates in the final, 
way to represent. And Tom Blaettler won in ME, good 
show.  
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Well, what can you say about 2021? Two race events locally, seemingly wide open in other parts of the country 
and Canucks not having much in the way of options to get to any of them. With the land border closed your 
intrepid reporter did at the last minute get the option to fly down but it wasn’t a good choice. Occasionally over 
the years I have convinced myself that I need to be at a race and that has never turned out well. Someday I will 
learn. Hopefully soon. 

So I did make it to the CDBA Summer Clash, stressed but on site. Also kind of disturbing was the boat count 
with 37 teams on site, 16 of those what I would consider local. This is the CDBA’s premier event and thankfully 
some ADBA and NJBA teams showed to participate. We did have the “Pro Outlaw Shoot-out” and 4 teams were 
on site to participate in that. As usual Top Eliminator and Super Eliminator were the largest groups, 14 for TE 
and 16 for Super E, still 4 rounds so easily doable Sunday. Mod Eliminator was decent with 8 entries, 4 locals 
and 4 Arizona teams. There was a change in procedure with Quick Eliminator and Pro Eliminator being com-
bined, same thing for Stock Eliminator, River Racer and PWC class. So the QE/PE class had 8 teams involved 
and SE/RR/PWC had 5.  

The Pro Outlaw Shoot-out was already low 
on powder with 4 boats completing regis-
tration and we were down to 2 teams come 
Sunday morning. Craig Collett was the class 
of the field, taking top qualifier and his first 
win Sunday afternoon.

2021 - The CDBA Year in Review
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Winners on the day included Brian Marble in combined PWC, River Racer, and Stock Eliminator with Kevin 
Hibdon taking the runner up spot there. Mod Eliminator 1st place trophy went to Gary Henning with Tara Scrib-
ner placing 2nd. We ended up with a pair of CDBA regulars in the Top Eliminator final with Rob Temple taking 
the win over Brian Reinhart, both drivers having taken red lights but Temple was closer to legal. Combined Pro 
Eliminator/Quick Eliminator trophy dash saw a pair of ADBA teams involved, Jeremy Denny running on the 
QE index got the finish line win over Kevin Foote in the PE hydro. Come Sunday we were down to 2 teams in 
the Pro Outlaw Shoot-out with Craig Collett and Dave Wallingford still in the class. After a pair of singles a 
rather large red light by Wallingford decided the race in Collett’s favor, his first win in the class. Hopefully with 
domestic matters getting back to normal in 2022 special events like the “Shoot-out” will be better attended.

This was the closest to a side by side shot all weekend in Pro Outlaw, thanks to Jason Mullican and Chris 
Irick for making the trip to compete at Dexter.

The combined PE/QE classes had Kevin Foote 
enjoying the top qualifying time. Shots right, yellow 
boats did not fare so well in PE and did not com-
pete Sunday morning at the Clash.
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Above, Jeremy 
Denny’s progression 
to the PE/QE win. 
Below, Brian Rein-
hart was top quali-
fier in TE and a pair 
of red lights in the 
final saw the win go 
to Rob Temple.
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Tanya Scribner 
was top quali-
fier in ME but 
it was her sister 
Tara that went 
to finals against 
Gary Henning in 
a losing cause. 
Right, Kyle 
Harder’s re-
worked flat made 
its debut.

SE/RR/PWC top qualifier 
was Tanya Scribner but the 
final was set between Kevin 
Hibdon in the SE flat and 
Brian Marble in the PWC. 
Marble took the win after a 
break-out by Hibdon.
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Super E paperwork shows 16 teams participating which means 4 rounds and by the run sheets I see 14 boats 
ready to go first round Sunday morning. Unfortunately your intrepid reporter was not ready to go first round, in 
Eugene for a Covid test, the wrong one it would turn out. I did get back  to the track in time for the 2nd group of 
TE though. Not a lot of fun going on in the Snarky vicinity that weekend. Bill Erkelens in the TE outboard and 
Matt Rogers in the TE flat met in the finals. A better reaction time had Erkelens taking the win there. 2nd chance 
win went to Brian Couey, Collin Denny was way out on him in the final but had taken a red light for runner up 
honors.

Bottom left, Bill Erkelens collected the Super E win and lot. A .006 tree by Rick Coffman had a best reaction 
time trophy with his name on it, he was sure cutting some lights Sunday. Proves the old adage about a blind 
squirrel I think.“Outstanding Race Team” was awarded to the entire group of ADBA racers, what a great 
turn out on their part at his event. 
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The High Desert Showdown at Haystack was cancelled due to a lack of water and I have to wonder how well it 
would been supported at any rate. The registration numbers are rather sad for 2021.

The Northwest Nationals was next up on the CDBA calendar and there wasn’t a chance in hell I was going to 
risk going through what I had endured at the previous event as far as crossing borders in Covid times. And from 
the paperwork I see 14 teams registered and 6 of those signing up for Super E so it wasn’t exactly a full pits 
anyway. Weather was obviously an issue but patience and determination had racers and officials getting this race 
done! I see the first runs started at 12:09 Saturday afternoon and the final pass Sunday was 11:36 a.m. It only 
took 83 passes to complete the event, 50 qualifying passes and 33 in eliminations.

Bottom, Out-
standing race 
team award went 
to Steve Ziebert 
and team, 3 boats 
in competition 
for the weekend, 
well done. Right, 
thumbs up instead 
of middle fingers 
is always a good 
sign.
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Top, Kyle Harder collected a lot of wall 
hardware this weekend. Here it was the 
Super E win and also a 
“Best Reaction Time” 
plaque for a sweet .070 
in first round of Super 
E. Runner up in ME 
as well. Right, couple 
of new faces on the TE 
podium with Joe Willis 
and winner Darreld 
Murphy. Far right, that 
PE runner trophy looks 
like a lunch bag let 
down for the Coffman 
crew.
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Winners on the day included Kevin Kelsey in River Racer with John Tregoning placing 2nd on his PWC. Kyle 
Harder went red in his Mod Eliminator final against Gary Henning leaving that championship firmly in Hen-
ning’s hands. The Top Eliminator win would go to Darreld Murphy with Joe Willis taking 2nd but Brian Rein-
hart’s 2nd place showing at the Clash along with 100 points at this event was enough to keep him 6 points ahead 
of Rob Temple in the point chase. Temple did not participate at this event. In Pro Eliminator Cole Billings and 
team were obviously working on consistency, his 6.518 qualifying time was good for top spot in both qualify-
ing and the PE final, that first PE win coming over Rick Coffman. Coffman does take the 2021 points title in the 
class though, a mere 2 points in front of Billings. Craig Collett’s win at the Clash was good for the Pro Outlaw 
title in 2021. Kyle Harder takes the Super Eliminator class title with just 2 winning runs, just 1 ahead of most of 
the club. 

A few teams made the trek to Buckeye, Arizona, another point event for the CDBA. Steve Ziebert, Gary Hen-
ning and Kevin Kelsey made the trip to represent the CDBA. Nothing much changed in the whole scheme of 
things, Gary Henning did lock in the CDBA overall point title.

So with that train wreck of a season over we can only hope that things get back to normal in 2022. From what 
I see on social media things should be a lot better. Because everything on the net is true right? I’m really liking 
the number of quick flats I see in progress and hoping to have free reign as far as travel.

Cole Billing’s somewhat less than graceful dip into the coo; waters of 
Dexter Reservoir after his first PE win.
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20 Years Back in the CDBA

I have a lot of paper. Banker boxes full of newsletters, magazines, race programs that I contributed to. Promo 
items, posters, news clippings and photos. Tons of photos. So I broke out my incomplete collection of CDBA 
newsletters and looked back to 2002. I had started going to all the CDBA events by that time and contributed 
photos to Nadine Cummins who was the editor and secretary in 2002. Sorry for the quality of some of these 
photos, just did quick scans with small photos. I will be re-scanning all my old negatives, should only take a 
few years.

The first thing that caught my attention was a roster from August 2002. 172 members, 76 of those were racing 
members. Sparky Rose was commodore, Jay Brookhart was vice-commodore, AJ Hruby was treasurer, Nadine 
was secretary and board members included Scott Petersen, Lee Reinhart, Andy Erskine and Dwight Timm. I’m 
sure the board meetings were interesting. On the race schedule we had Red Bluff, the Can-Am Challenge at 
Dexter, the Summer Clash at Dexter, the 2nd Can-Am Challenge at Moses Lake, the Neil Donegan Classic at 
Lakeside and the High Desert Showdown at Haystack Reservoir followed by the last local race back at Dexter, 
the Northwest Nationals. And the World Finals at Phoenix was also a points race. So California, Oregon, Wash-
ington and Arizona, 8 point races. 

28 CDBA teams were in competition at Red Bluff and did well over all. Rich Cary got the win in River Racer, 
Tom Schuman was runner up in Stock Eliminator, Chris Yates took the Mod Eliminator win.  Shawn Ryan 
and Rich Collett made the semis in Top Eliminator. Greg Larkin won in a tough field of Pro Eliminators. Jay 
Brookhart and Toby Mewharter were out in round 2 of Pro Mod. In TAF Johnny Heidemann put a leg on the 
mph record but did not back it up and was out in the semis. Tom Wright had his twin prop alcohol hydro on site 
and drove that to the win in TAH. 

2002

That great 
show and 
shine Friday 
with Robert 
Sims and Toby 
Mewharter’s 
rides.. Mike 
Berry work-
ing with 
“Smokey” that 
weekend.

Above, Andy Cody and Rob checking out “Morgan” Flying Ma-
chine in the Red Bluff pits.
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28 CDBA teams made the trek to Red Bluff in 
2002, one of 8 point races for the club. Just on 
this page alone we have Mike Collins, Bob Hais-
lett, Shawn Ryan, Pete Collett, Brian Cummins 
Lane Kling, Jay Brookhart and Greg Larkin. Lar-
kin won the very tough PE class that year. Makes 
you wonder where the change has come in, we’d 
be happy if we had 28 local racers at any one of 
our events now. 
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Red Bluff was always good for great 
photo opportunities at least in the 
morning before shooting into the sun 
in the afternoon. Tom Wright was 
campaigning the dual prop alcohol 
hydro and won this event that year. 
This TAF crash was covered by every 
shooter on site and the driver Rick 
Davis was fine. The boat, not so 
much. Bottom, the “Nightmare” was 
in its prime at the time and set a leg 
on the mph record at this race.
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The Can-Am Challenge at Dexter had 53 teams on the books I believe this was the race that sparked some new 
“standard of conduct” rules for the club. On the water Ron Oar showed with a new (still Chevy) motor in his 
Pro Mod and went on to win that class. Lane Kling won in his Pro Eliminator Sanger flat, Dene Belyk took the 
TE win in his Bitz flat, Wayne Dersch was victorious in his Cougar ME flat, Jurgen Gunther won SE in a hydro, 
Jerry Simpson won in the 12’s, Mitch Selby won in the 13’s and Mike Brown took the top spot in the 14’s. 

Above, Terry Chipley had some issues going on in that flat, certainly not an easy ride to find your comfort 
level. Above right, that tower was a tough place to be, don’t let those smiles put you at ease.  Winners on 
this page, Wayne Dersch in ME, Jurgen Gunther in SE, Lane Kling in PE and Ron Oar in PM.
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The 2002 Summer Clash drew 55 entries from all over the west and we had a bit of match racing almost with 
Johnny Heidemann and Tony Pulido involved in the Top Alcohol Flat Shoot-out, which Heidemann won. Ron 
Oar won again in Pro Mod beating out  Ken MacKillican in the final. Lane Kling won his 2nd race of the sea-
son in Pro Eliminator and Pete Collett won in Top Eliminator. Chris Yates took the win in ME while Mark Wall 
collected a first place trophy in SE.  Jerry Simpson started a winning streak in the 12’s and Mitch Selby did the 
same in the 13’s. Mike Kenner won the 14’s in that big tunnel from Nevada. Lane Kling also cashed in with 
a perfect 8.000 e.t. courtesy of Andrew Racing Engines, $1700 from the progressive pot for a perfect time in 
eliminations. Unfortunately a scheduling conflict with the FVDBA kept us Canucks up north at the Kelowna 
Regatta, a good source of income for our northern club and a great party race. I can tell you I was a little frantic 
trying to find my Summer Clash 2002 pictures.

Can-Am 2 at Moses Lake  that year was not a good race. Your intrepid reporter had his boat stolen from the pits 
late Friday night, working on that damn club van until late had me leaving my boat at the site. After a good day 
of qualifying Saturday Sunday saw the wind come up so hard that eliminations were cancelled. Winners were 
determined by qualifying times so no run points were awarded of course. So, winner in PE was Andy Erskine, 
Pete Collett took the 9 ‘s Merle Colvin was the ME winner and Mark Wall took SE. Mark Lange won the 12’s, 
Jim Ward won the 13’s and Bud Rogers took 1st in the 14’s. I did recover the hull and trailer 70 days later, 
stripped clean of everything but the steering column. No good lessons were learned here.

CDBA race teams at the Moses Lake Can-Am 
Challenge in 2002 did well. With the wind coming 
up hard Sunday morning winners were determined 
by qualifying times. 



Tom Wright made a few tune up 
passes in the TAH, always glad to see 
that team around our races.

Mike Neuharth’s “Silver Belle” on the nitrous pro-
gram at that time. Below, the wind Sunday morning 
and a rogue volunteer testing the waters. 
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Next up on the CDBA schedule was the Neil Donegan Classic, one of the great party races that everyone has a 
somewhat off color story in mind. That year saw Ron Oar take another win in Pro Mod and extend his points 
lead over Jay Brookhart. Pro Eliminator point leader Lane Kling was out early and Andy Erskine went on to 
take the class win over Lynn Cortner in the final, cutting into the point lead held by Kling. Pete Collett’s win in 
Top Eliminator was his 3rd of the season and extended his point lead in the class. Doug Young got the win in 
Mod Eliminator, Bob Haislett triumphed in Stock Eliminator and Jerry Simpson continued his successes in the 
12 second bracket. Mitch Selby took the win in the 13 second bracket and  Eric Sunfield collected first place in 
the 14’s.

Lakeside 2002 saw Ron Oar extend his 
point lead in PM and Pete Collett was 
on a winning streak in Top Elimina-
tor as well. Above, Andy Erskine’s win 
cut into Lane Kling’s point lead in Pro 
Eliminator. Top right, Doug Young got 
the ME win over Darreld Murphy in 
their final and Bob Haislett took the 
win over Mike Collins in Stock Elimi-
nator. Kind of hazy about the details 
of the parties that year but they were 
always pretty good there.
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The High Desert Showdown at Haystack saw Jay Brookhart gain some ground on Ron Oar with a win over 
Mike Neuharth in the Pro Mod final. Similar events in Pro Eliminator had Andy Erskine taking a runner up 
spot in the class with Robert Sims taking the win but that 2nd place showing sent Erskine into the point lead. 
Pete Collett continued a great run with another win in Top Eliminator, this time over Joe Gruba in the hydro 
now campaigned by Rick Coffman. Local racer Brian Reinhart collected the win in Mod Eliminator over Doug 
Young. Mike Collins drove his flat to the Stock Eliminator win over Jurgen Gunther and another local Alan 
Connely took a solo pass for the 12 second win when Bruce Kobus had a drive shaft failure. Peter Yates got a 13 
second class win over Mitch Selby in their final Mike Brown collected another 14 second class win with a vic-
tory over Ryan Merritt in their final.

Haystack saw Brookhart cutting into Ron Oar’s 
point lead in PM and Erskine was doing the same 
to Kling in PE.
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CDBA fans and racers alike were treated to some magnificent exhibition passes at the 2002 Northwest Nation-
als. Tom Wright was doing some testing for the upcoming IHBA World Finals in the twin prop alcohol hydro, a 
5.64 Sunday was the best of the weekend. Dan Kirkman’s alcohol jet laid down a number of good looking runs 
all weekend, a 7.18 at 150.35 mph was his best pass.  

For this last local race the point chase is under the microscope. And the World Finals is a last chance to earn a 
title assuming you’re still in the ball park. Ron Oar still held a serious lead in Pro Mod coming into this race but 
an early exit and a win by Jay Brookhart once again cut into that lead. Brookhart’s win came at Ken MacKilli-
can’s expense in the PM final. As part of this event there was a “Claire Unger Pro Eliminator Shoot-Out” with 
$2000 on the line for the winner. As it turned out point leader Andy Erskine and 2nd place Lane Kling met in 
the final and Erskine’s 8.07 with a .033 light was good for the win, the cash and the PE point title. That’s a good 
race day. Pete Collett’s 2002 season continued a 5 race win streak, locked up the Top Eliminator point chase and 
earned him over all points as well. Chris Yates took a Mod Eliminator win over Wayne Dersch in their final and 
locked up the ME championship in the process. Stock Eliminator point leader Mark Wall collected another win 
on his way to the title, this time against Jeff Green. Jerry Simpson clinched his 12 second championship with a 
final round win over Alan Connelly in the 12’s. Peter Yates got the win over AJ Hruby in the 13’s but the class 
title would stay with Mitch Selby. Mike Brown won in the 14’s and collected that title as well. 
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The Northwest Nationals was the last local race of 
the 2002 season and from the photos it looks like 
the weather was very cooperative, not always the 
case in fall. Brookhart’s win in Pro Mod helped 
his cause in the point chase. Erskine’s win in the 
“Claire Unger Shoot-out” had him taking cash and 
the point lead over Kling. Mark Wall confirmed his 
place as SE champion for 2002 and Chris Yates did 
the same in ME. Jerry Simpson clinched in the 12’s 
and Pete Collett continued his domination in Top 
Eliminator and took that title. 
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A few more shots from the 2002 Northwest Nationals.
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So 14 CDBA teams made the trek to drag boat Mecca, the World Finals at Firebird Raceway. Not sure what 
was going on at the time but I was not in attendance so pictures are not forthcoming. Probably that bad habit of 
working. Coming into this event Jay Brookhart was behind Ron Oar in the Pro Mod championship points. He 
and Mike Neuharth were part of a 29 boat field and Brookhart qualified #1 with a near perfect 7.002. At 7.042 
Mike Neuharth was #17 qualifier, that’s a tough field of boats. Neuharth was out round 1 after a break-out but 
Brookhart made it to the semi-finals and in the process collected enough points to take the CDBA Pro Mod title. 
There were 4 CDBA entries in Pro Eliminator, Lynn Cortner, Sean Michaels, Robert Sims and Brian Cummins. 
Sims and Michaels were first round victims, Cummins was out in round 2. Cortner was racing with Dwight 
Timm’s motor between the stringers and made it to the final but an 8.01 there was only good for the runner 
up spot. Bob Brazil got a round 1 win over Pete Collett in Top Eliminator and went on to win the class. Mitch 
Selby also collected the win in River Racer 1. Great showing overall by CDBA teams on site and everyone’s 
2002 successes would be celebrated in Eugene, Oregon in February 2003. 

2002 class winners 
included Steve Whitley 
in PWC, Mike Brown 
in the 14’s, Mark Wall 
in SE, Chris Yates in 
ME, Pete Collett in 
TE, Andy Erskine in 
PE and Jay Brookhart 
in PM. Pete Collett 
was also overall high 
points champ as well.
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Crew Chief of the year was John Shephard working  
on Lynn Cortners PE flat. Driver of the year was Andy 
Erskine. Left, looks like all drivers listed as those who 
go above and beyond in the newsletter. Below, Skip and 
AJ Hruby were recognized as “Outstanding Members”. 
Below left, Scotty Petersen and Nadine Taylor Cummins 
retired from the board, long before the “golden boot”.

Martha and Dave Littrell received the Dick Be-
ment Award for all their efforts in our sport. Be-
low, Mike Collins lets us all know what he thinks 
about 2nd place in SE.
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